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Novembermeet!ng
Will be held November 13th Thursday, 9100 P.M. at Paul "Baron" Von Richter,
3620 Charlotte Mill Drive, Moraine. the meeting follows DASSleague volle)Jba.ll.
Grotto News
1) Dixid bend landfill
hearing was held October 29th.
Several cavers put in
their two cents worth. . T:r-.\Alwas to continue sereral days.
'
2) Drought continues.
sumps still
going down. mapped ~oot in hydraD.tic psg.
If insane enough will conting dig and map.
J) A very faint positive was obtained for boat srping.
It required a 48 hr.' U.V.
fluorescence to show faint positive.
A longer flor test was done over the end of
Octobar.
Resul ts are not in yet.
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Vol. 9. No. 11
A UATCHED
PDT NEVER
BOILS
by\1 Iarry Simpson
I had retUrned after some business in Cincinnati and found Mike and Bob much
as lid left them, lounging, around Squalid Manor, 'in our Good-Will reject 'furnature.
But now'Rev. JimmyHelmbold was"there and a couPle of notorious characters from the
Louisville Grotto as well.
Those three had come down to participate
in the Speleopest that had descended upon Pulaski Co. like a,plague of ArmyEngineers.
What was happening here? Had the Speleo-Pimps' even gotten to Squalid? Squalid
had a strange. almost-clean look to it.
And what about ,Mike? ,Had he turned into
one of (shudder) THEM?Was he even now giving' away our Squalid secrets to these
Invaders?' lias he telling them about mu own secret system under Central Parkway in
Cincinnati?
Had their minds somehowbeen taken over by, the Speleopimps? I was about
to go for my machete lomenI he8d a familiar word. '!be Password.
"********,,
Schmittie said it as a question, but I knew he knew. "I s that
what that says?" ' He pointed to a highly vandalised sign above the door. that was
in fact the doorframe with tape and markings in felt-tip.
Strange glyphs to all'
but the knowing eye. He was one of us. "M 101 M l()( "? He said it again and everyone
giggled.
Everyone except Mike and Angleo George. Angelo sat in a cormer looking
suspicio~.
'
*lIl1MMMlIlIlIlIlfM
This creation by Iarry
Simpson manages to make deleterious commentson just
about everybody. Some of it has been heavily censored and edited, no doubt with
his disapproval.
Perhaps it should have been dropped entirely.
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I decided to pla~ it cool and see l-rhat they knew and were up to.
I sat on
the bed next to the Nemor1a1Library.. I had heard rumors that Mike had actually
led a geology field trip for the Speleofarce, after, all his disclaimers •• lt looked
incidious alright.
They were still razzing Mikerjust like Bob and I had before I
left.
That seemed normal enough. Hmmmmm.
"******
Johnson sleeps herer."
Schmittie read another sign.
More laughter.
Everything seemed okay. But looks are deceiving.
They were still
some unanswered
questions.
Hoiw much did they know? Nad'how,much did they know I knew? And how
,muchdid they think I'knew they knew or, thought I might know hwat I knew,they
they thought? Huh? And what the hell happened to Squalid? I had to think fas"t.
wm t would Uncle Lou dol in a case like ,this? Of course I It came to me in flash.
rut I would have to work it in gradually, start off with a different topic.
"So
how was the Speleofarce?" I asked diplomatically.
"Wemade money!".'Angeleo rubbed his palms together as he said it.
"we made
lots of money!" He began quoting facts and figures that!
would later report to
the IRS. "He looked lime a church deacon after passing the tray..
So this was the
N.S.S. The Nasty•.ole-Spiel-uncle Society.
I began looking around for the pmpmmobile, probl.bly a pink Lin~oln with wirewheels, tv, antena. and irridescent
letters
spelling out, aguarious.
But they must have left it with the Cincinnati Grotto.
Louisville wasone of the richest gro+tos, now Cincinnati
'was trying to get into the
act.
I could see it now, each eave with its own coin slot.
just likepay toilets.
Whycouldn't they do something nice for money, like sell lemonage?
It was time to make my move. "Howemmeyou gys ain't cavin'?"
What kind
of outfit is this?
You should have Dugout Cave mapped by now." I wanted to make
them squirm a little.
nUe were waiting for you," said Bob. ''What took you so long?"
(VARIOUS
COMMENTS
ABOUT
NUMmROUS
PEOPLE---BETTER
DELETED
'IHANPRINTED).
,
"Okay, leet's do some eating then. Howabout Hog Cave?" They grunted at that
one. and threw up some equally unpleasent suggestions.
Better to tlet them thnink
they had a choice.
They ,madethe expected excuses. After all, it was Sunday.
"Well then, how about finishing Boiling Pots?" NowI would get them. They
got quiet •• (SOMEMORE
DELETEiD
MATERIAL).-----"Because he didn't knlw whm.'eit was.
Till I told him." I paused, to grin at t them•• "After you gave htm my Sinking
Valley maps I figured he might as well know the other loea tiona.
I spent a. whole
summer sUrveying there, and I don't eve'n have some of these copies yet."
I was
get ting to Mike now.
page J
(continued next page)
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(WatchedPot
cont)
Mike mumbledhalf-heartedlYI"Better
than have resurveying done." True enough.
Common
courtesy to give people working in your area copies of your maps ~ prevent
resmrvey. True, I wasn't around when he and n9:~ehad made that particular decisior.
But. just becuase I hadn't been caving in a while, they Bad no right to assume I was.'
finished up there.
I was caving before any of those other assholes, and I would
be here when they were all gone. I was born here. And I wasn't going to let them
forget it.
Mkkewas thinking about the Boiling Pot. ''Wecould d"othat one today." I had
him. Ha-ha. He was 'Worried about lIKlIKKIlMll*.
"What's the cave like?" Jim asked.
"Oh, you have toget wet. wading through a little
water at the entrance," I tried to
act casual and not oversell it.
"The wgole cave is only a couple hundred. yards
long, big passage. There's a diggable lead at the'end."
"Youhave to get wet?" Jim
didn'y trust me for some readson. "Just up to your waist, if it's low water. But
it gets shallower."
Hearing all this talk about caving, Sbhmittie and Angeleo made some excuse
about a banquet they had to attend and got the hell out of there.
Outsmarted me.
But I had Jim and Bob hooked. As we were getting geared up, I realized what was
wrong with Squalid. Aside from being cleaned up, the curtains were gone. The blue
bloomers! In their place were some ~al1J things that actually looked like curtains.
"Whatr the same hill happened?"
'~y didn't you notice? Jimmeyburned them up along with a bunch of other stuff.
old boots, and the like.
He almost burned downSqualid again. See the black marks
on the ceiling?" Right above the stove.
''What? Burned downSqualid? You mean
he burned up all the curious mementos? That's history.
All those boots from the
early days. dRe didn't get to the library did he?" "No, he has some respect •• But I
came in and he had that woodstove going full blast and there was smoke coming out
of the ceiling and we had to get in the attic and pour water down!" Bob was getting
excited just aalking about it.
"Can't even leave you gy:ys downhere for two days."
I shook myhead surveying the damage. That Jim mmey,once an engineer, always and
engineer ••Has to change sometMmgaround.
Rev. Jim Helmbold, electrical
engineer, disco caver, mail-order milhister, ..;,
playboy, and pin ball lflzzard. The rascle.
He'd been with us through a lot of cr
crud, just like Bob had. Well, I'd soon have my fun, see how those old-timers
could take it.
Iootill hadn't forgiven Bob for dragging me into Dugout, just to
egg Mike on.
I discovered that tow of my things survived Jim's fire, the peach colored
pajamas my grandmother had given me and the old steel-toed caving boots from back in
'73 .. They wee Viet Nammjungle boots I had screwed toes over when they had started
going bad. As for the P.J.s , I had only worn them a couple of times. Well, in
honor of the occassion, I would wear them caving, and the boots too. It seemed
particlJ.1arly appropriate since I had started Sinking Valley, wearing those boots
with Ralph ba.ck jn '73, the year we founded Squalid Manor.. Yes indeed, the old
boots had served me ilell.
Nowthery were crumpled and dried up to the point where
I could hardly get into them. Still some sand inside, --wonder what cave?
As we hike through the pasture towards Boiling Pots, we notice people up at the
Graveyard, it is Memorial :ray. They notice us too, four men in ragged clothes and h
hardhats, tow carrying inflated innner tubes, me withmy peach p.j.s.
sticking out of
my dirty coveralls.
Quite a team. Strange that in seven years we had ranged all
a~ss
this county without mapping the cave within walking distance of the house.
Downthe hazy pasture and through the woods. Anewlogging road had been buli t
making the hike easier but less pleasant.
And at last, the C' ve, a huge funnel
in the tUde of the hill.
Weclimb dowenthe steep slope, tree-lined side to a
deep green pool and the wide mouth in the cliff face.
Jim is having a hard time on the muddybank, and Mike is giving him a little
motherly advice, "Dig you heels in!" As if Jim had never been CKV'ing.
Bob seizes on the humor of the thing.
"Yeh Jim, dig your heels in!"
(continued on next page)
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Watched rot (continued)
"RememberJim, dig your h~els in. "Don't fall.down now."
And of course, 'with all our help there'is nothing he ,can do but fallon
his
behind in the mud." "Am
.• Jim you fell "down."
"You shoulda dug your heels in. '.'
"Yeah,Jim, al~ays dig your heels in."
I can te~~ 'it ',sogoinESto be a fun trip.
Soneone asks howhigh the water gets and I point toa log well' above the cave
mouth, ~bout twenty'feet ~bove:our heads.' Givy them something to think'about.
They a~ sliding around in the muckat the edge af the water, trying to measure
the width of the passage while I take some pictures of the whole fiasco.
I park my
camera at a safe place and join the ,three stooges.
They are setting the first station,
taking an unusually long time, as if they don't ,want t6 get wet. I leap:',into the
water splashing the three of them. They look 'annoyed.
"Comeon you turkeys, let's get going!" I stomp my foot in the water splashing
t~m again. '''Let's g6!" They don't seem to'be amused~ "
tty ou lead," says Mike.
I had been in here with Ralph seven years before, so'I know"there are only two
ways, along a narrow submerged ledge or swim. I take the ledge. The water drops
off steeply from the bank which is steep, the water past my knees "and getting deepyr.
I hug the wall which is overhumgslightly.
The ledge narrow'Sand the wall overhangs more~ till"I'm
about to fall in.' But there's another ledge deeper, or is there?
Nowno choice. Myyell echoes back from the watery chamber. I resist the-urge to
scream.' "Little deeper than before.'" :r -:ry to sound cheery. Wading chest deep in
the cold, cold spring water, I finally get to a sand bar in the middle of the
passage. On this almost isla'nd I'm only shin-deep.
"Your turn Jini."
"dig your heels in Jim'"
He starts" gingerly along the wall with much ooing at the coldness of the 'Water.
"You say there's a ledge here?"
"
"Oh, you can walk right across to me." But he doesrlt fall for that one~ The
water is probably twenty feet deep in the gulf between),lS. "Don't f~ll in, 'Jim.
Dig your heels in."
.
Jim hesitates where the ledge is really narrow. "v1heredo you hold on?"
"Comeon Jim; stop foolin' around."
He is quiet a moment, feeling aroun~ with his feet. -He had reached a critical
level.
.
.
"Hurry' up Jim, I'm starting to get cold."
''You're getting cold! Yotfre getting coldJ!" He is starting t~ 'get. coherrent."
(Deleted numerous commentsabOUt"Jim)
Still babbling, Jim wades over to my island.
"I 'don't believe I'm doing this!"
NowBob's turri., "Dig yoU'heels in, Bob." He tries to hold onto an inner tube for
safety bue ends"up letting it go to grab the wall with both hB.nds. "Nowswim our and
get that inner tube, Bob. Don't lose the inner tube." But' he just nods his head as
he ~pples
the wall. Then he gets to' the crucial place and starts making noises
like Jim. Jim almost seems to be enjoying the show now between shivers.'
"AAAAHHHGGGHHHll!"
The echoes fill the cave. "Careful w,ith,that Brunton," says
Mike. "Dig your heels in,"
I add. Soon there are three of us huddled'on the
sand bar in middle of the dark lake. Bob gets the compass out of his shitt pocket
ana discovers a small droplet of water in the compass. "Oh, no." "Nowyou've
done it!
Water in the compass!" I make sure Mike hears.
"Oh no. Water in" the
compass."'''He what ?2?" Mike had gotten into his inner tube and is paddling a'cross
the pool to see what happened. "1 told him••• 11 111 didn't think the water would be
that deep," says Bob. "You should have held it in your teeth~" Such."fun.- ,
"Does that mean we can get ouf of 'this cave?" Jim asks •. "Got water in"the compass!
I told you to be careful!- says Mike. "We could break the t;lass to let the water
out,'; 1 suggest. '''I'm' cold." Says J1m. "Let's get outta here."
(cont1nued on
page 8)
page 5
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CAVE CONSTERNATION
This rambling essay deals with various indistinct shades of gray in eave
related matters. What DASS chooses to make comments on, ar~ really just comments,
nothing more. The vague, nebtllous subject matter of morals, e~'1ics, and value
judgements on cave related matters are ,clearly matters of individual choice, opinion,
and interpretation.
Two appropriate comments that applly to DASS and all concerned as well. 1)
This one is form the Bible--"Forgive them 'for they not what they do." 2) The
other one is from the comic strip Pogo ,"We have met the enemy~ and he is us." Both
us these are true. In any human endeavor, we humans don't really know hwat we are
doing, no matter what we say or might think. And in all honesty, we huma~' are
indeed, our ORn 'Vwrst enemy.
The SUBJECT under discussion is somewhat indistinct, Cavers and their research
data and cave information, cave policies for dealing'with the former, publicity
(if any) & what kinds and how much, cave conservation, senMtionalism, etc all in
one bunch. These are synergistically related and CB.nnot be separated.
We sent the DASS letter to the NSS NEWS reali2ing it would probably accomplish
little or nothing. We did have hopes. 1) to make an appeal for conservative ideas
2) to gEtt cavers to recognise that possi ble benefits and potential risks can cGexist simultaneously--a dichotomy perhaps, but true.
Several oavers outside of DASS have mentioned kto me that perhaps we have
at least gotten some cavers to think about this broad subjeDt matte;-. Judging from
the August NSS NEWS, maybe we have managed that. The uncertainty and indecisthon
in dealing with these matters is what we wanted to get across. Inevitably, it is
what the cavang community thinks and does about theze that really matter.
DASS is certainly not the first to muse about such things. The following
is an exact reprint from INSIDE EARTH # 2 1973. The editorial comments are those
of Inside Earth. Yhe article was written in 1960, twenty years agol
JOIDTHOUSF NEHS

CAVE LISTS, SCIENCE OR PSEUDO- SCIENCE
By RAYMOND de SAUSSURE
Cave after cave has been "collected" and added to a general list in the name
of sicence. It is certainly time for science kto question the actual benefit of
these lists.
Speleologists increasingly recognise that such list lead to damage and wreckage
by the general public. Ten years ago, this concept of damage was completely alien.
Ten years from now, these conservation principles will be firmly established Qy the
present trend. Unfortunately, the damage will then have been done. Can we not
,act in adVance for once instead of having later regrets?
At kone time, it was argued that lists did no damage. This view can no longer
be held in yhe face of accumulatmng evidence. The cave list published in Missouri
has led to much vandalism in the caves mentioned, while those ommitted form the
list are less vandalized. The New England lists have caused distinct damage. Here
in California, the earlier works of the Standford Grotto, although pioneering in
consemation, still went too far. The legacy of accelerating damage caused by
~hlt.tpubli,vation is with us today. As a former member of that group, I can personaly
attest t9 this damage.
Too many "speleologists" have found their only outlet in the compliation of
cave lists. Too many persons incapable kof original scientific work find an outlet
and, at present, a fame of sorts in the indexing and publication kof cave lists.
This is not to say that lists have not been published by serious workers. West
Virginia, Virginia, and Missouri, for example have lists gathered by such workers.
We may still question their effect on the caves. Many othell1:
lists appear to
"
replfesent nothing more than a desire to rush into print. The serious worker should
thikk twice before associatmng himself with theze programs.
All of these general lists are opeanto criticism for their damage to cave sites ••
For every valid study on cave distribution or entrances, there are a dozen sites
lost to gelogy, archeology, biology, and the other natural sciences.
(CONTINUED NEXT PAGE )
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CAVE LIS"TS..CONT. )
Today, these lists are often produced by pu~lic organizations using public
funds to do a disservice to the public. Many of our state recreations and mineral
depa,rtments fall into this category. Sometimes through lack of cave kttowlegge or
because of vociferous pushing, they are still ill-advisedly pressured into spending
excessive funds in the publication of damaging cave lists& Those same organizatons
wou~d £e well adutsedi to consult dieectly with local specialists and museums on
the adysability of publishing cave listsz. The serious workers are not usually those
clamoring for these lists, especially if they have studied caves for several years.
amd become aware of the problem of vandalism.
Today in the'United Sates many cave lists are being com~11ed. ,These projects
should be carefully re-examined for therir actual rathe~ than clammed scientific
value. I firmly maintain that those of a general nature do not have enough advantages to outweigh their disadvantages. It is time that serious organizations and
personel raised a 'protest against the destruction of their field laboratories. I
suspect that this is also the case in other countries. It is also time and past
time that the conservation korganizations entered the campaign against cave lists
instead of remaining passive. Admittedly, caves are a minor phase of conservation,
but they are one of the most irreversible phases that we have. Cave values are
still largely unknown. \'1111 we squander them by publishing lists and rendering
the situation permanaent?
Raymond de Saussure
Cave Research Associates
(Ed. Notess the casual reader might assume that the above is part of the
outcry being raised about the recently published CAVES OF TENNESSEE. Actually
"CAve L~StSi' science or Pseudo-Scicr,.
..•
e" is a reprint from the 1960 Nov/Dec issue
of CAVE NOTES. It is too bad it has taken the caving community 13 years to accept
de Saussure's viewpoint •
JOHNHOUSE l'i'].'tm
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.Gilmore Cave Description
About May 1976 we went to map Gilmore Cave. We had knwon about if for about
.5 years and had run out of excuses not to map it. Gilmore is a small isolated
fragment of the o.eathtrap (a large system). It also has a few chances of going
somewhere as it E large diameter passage.
Description
Located toward the headward region of the Deathtrap, Gilmore does give one an
opportunity to observe the large size of some of the oldEr upvalley palito (anastomosis)
trunk passages.
The entrance section gives evidence of a possible lift tube but this is unclear.
It is very obsoorred by fill and sedimentation and vadoce modification.
The main trunk passage ended in terminal fill. Two small side leads allowed
the fill to slum out in some areas to show the caves true dimentions 25' x 60' high.
We have a number of caves apparently owe their speleogenesis to Road determination
(ie caves follow roadS). In considering that highaay construction engineering takes
advantage of natural terrain features and topography. (and therefore, indirectly
geomorpholY'gy), this example of cave humore is not all that ridiculous as it may
seem.
In a similar vane our research indicates that Gilmore Cave is boundary
determined. We honestly thought that the cave would cross the someimat arbitrary
Pulaski - Rockcastle Connty line, but in this instAM6S the Gilmore Cave speleogenesis
a1&oided Rockcastle County like a plague and turned back towards the Northwest as the
map indicates.
The Cave is not particularly aesthetic and is very muddy in the back section of the
cave, where the stream sinks about two-thiris towards the back of the cave. There
is a possibility of finding more cave (ie a going lead).
page 7
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Watched Pot (Continued)
Mike gets to Bob and gives him a sharp jab in the ribs, but not quite hard
enough to knock him'in the water. Then he finds out:in't
only a droplet, not enough
to hurt.
So we resume the survey. I've _been carrying tape and scoutirig the way sin
I know the pathway. The bottom slopes downfrom the sandlnr, but there in.a narrow
'penninsula of sand, about chest-deep in water that stretches between deeper pools.
Jim relunctantly follows, complaining and '.saying over and over, "I cartt believe I'm
dol\mg this."
"Maybeit gets shallower.'"
I say the .words remembering having said them eleven
years before at Short Creek, a nearby cave that connects 'to this one. Robert Wells
and Mike were there; it was our first caving trip together, Mike's fi~t
noncommercial cave. It Has February, snow still
on the ground, and we waded into the
partly flooded cave carrying lanterns and flashlights,
Wells wearing a pith helmet.
\'1e waded till
the water was nearly -up to our necks, and Wells had to strain. to hold
a lantern above water. Then we-found a slimey crawlway above water leva~ and crawled
a little
ways in, me holding a muddyflash. in mymouth. Weleft the cave havinB found nothing but cold water and some kind of wondermentthat would ke~p as-coming
lnckover the. years.
"l-1aybeit gets shallower."
I had said it, neck deep in water,
and it had becomea standard joke whenvver the caving got wet•. This time no one
notices.
"
.
This time the water is not quite neck-high, but we have to hunch'down where the
ceiling dips in the water,
I hold my headlamp somewhatsteady as Bob takes a compass
reading.
The water is a little
deeper-'tilan I remembered. I wade through a.. faitly
strong -current, not qurte enough to knovk me down, and soon I am on a dry lnnk. .The
passage 1s large, but the stream sumps at both ends. Wesurvey to a-high mudbank.
and'1ntoa
crawlway on top.' By now JiriI.and Bob are mutinous, Mike ql,lie'j:,lystoical.
. "I think I'm in trouble," says Jim.' "Myshivers just slowed down-to q. hundred
per minute.~'
.
The wide crawlway narrows'''down-to'a bell.y:crawL This is 'where I want -to dig.
I .slide forward, pushing some of the mudaside inching my way ahead. I can see'
wider passage ahead. Beyond that maybe there is more stream passage. But. the
trawl keeps b3nding as -I dig.
"Comeon in and help. '.It'll
warmyou up." But no
one volunteers, not even Mike. I finally get fed up, no fun without someone torass.
I slide lnckwards to Mike. Bob and Jim have already left.
later that night Bob and I throw darts with Mike. Whenhe goes to throw we
shout thlng~ to distract him.
He beats' us both-twice.
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